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Featured Application: Non-destructive characterization and classification of Brassicaceae landraces.

Abstract: In recent years, Brassicaceae have piqued the interest of researchers due to their extremely
rich chemical composition, particularly the abundance of antioxidants and anti-inflammatory com-
pounds, as well as because of their antimutagenic and potential anticarcinogenic activity. Vegetables
in this family can be found practically everywhere on the planet. In Italy, numerous varieties of
Brassicaceae, as well as a diverse pool of local variants, are regularly cultivated. These landraces,
which have a variety of peculiar features, have recently sparked increased interest, and the need to
safeguard them to preserve genetic biodiversity has become a relevant topic. In the present study,
eight distinct Brassicaceae folk varieties were studied using non-destructive tools (Multivariate Image
analysis and agro-morphological descriptors). Eventually, the data were handled using explorative
analysis (EA) and Soft Independent Modeling by Class Analogy (SIMCA). EA pointed out simi-
larities/dissimilarities among the diverse investigated populations. SIMCA led to high sensitivity
(>70%) in prediction (on the external test set) for seven (over eight) investigated classes. Although the
investigated plants belong to different landraces, they bear strong similarities. This is mainly linked
to the ability of Brassicaceae to hybridize. Despite this, the combination of colorgrams and SIMCA
allowed for classifying samples with excellent accuracy.

Keywords: Brassicaceae; local varieties; biodiversity; agro-morphological descriptors; classification;
SIMCA; multivariate image analysis; e-eye analysis; explorative analysis

1. Introduction

In recent years, some plants, particularly those in the Brassicaceae family, have sparked
considerable interest owing to their extremely rich chemical composition, particularly
the abundance of antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and antimicrobial substances, as well
as their antimutagenic activity and potential anticarcinogenic effects [1–9]. In fact, this
family has about 4000 distinct species that include vital antioxidants, such as vitamin
C and flavonoids, that have been shown to benefit human health [10–13]. Furthermore,
they are rich in glucosinolates [14], which have anti-inflammatory and cardioprotective
properties [15]. Additionally, these compounds are efficient chemopreventive agents both
in vitro and in vivo [16–20].

In general, plants in this family can be found almost all over the world. Numerous
types of Brassicaceae are commonly cultivated in Italy, and there is also a wide pool of
local variants. Recently, these landraces, which have various and peculiar characteristics,
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have attracted increasing interest, and the necessity to protect them to preserve genetic
biodiversity has become a more pressing concern. Despite the fact that the concept of
safeguarding botanical genetic heritage applies to all plants, it is especially important for
all those folk varieties that were previously discarded by seed companies to select more
marketable plants (for example, those that are less prone to hybridization or allow for
simultaneous harvesting rather than a scalar one). As a result, the institutions have recently
provided assistance to marginal agriculture in order to conserve local plant varieties in
situ and ex situ. In this context, the current study intends to investigate various folk
varieties of Brassicaceae growing in Abruzzo (Central Italy). These landraces are Mugnoli
broccoli, Guardiagrele turnip, curly kale from Lama dei Peligni, Rapa senza testa, Cima
dell’Osento, Cima 90◦ San Marzano, and Cima Grande. The importance of characterizing
and authenticating these local varieties lies in the fact that this can help protect and enhance
these niche varieties.

Mugnoli is a plant that most likely evolved from a cross between cabbage (Brassica
oleracea L.) and turnip (Brassica rapa L.) [21]. Indeed, the mugnoli exhibit traits of both
parental species, with a predominance of cabbage characteristics. However, among their
populations, some accessions present more pronounced traits of the other parental species
(turnip). Furthermore, individuals generated via hybridization with other brassica species
growing in the area are also common. Like other Brassicaceae, this plant is noticeable
from a nutritional point of view [22–24]; among the other benefits, it is particularly rich
in glucosinolates [25]. The Guardiagrele turnip is an old variety of Brassica napus grown
in the homonymous town that has the accentuated characteristics of turnip (Brassica rapa).
Similarly, the curly kale of Lama dei Peligni is a Brassica oleracea var. sabellica grown at the
foot of Majella Mountain. Rapa senza testa is a Brassica rapa that does not have a main
shoot but many leaves. Cima dell’Osento is a variety of Brassica napus grown in the plain
of the Osento River. Eventually, Cima 90◦ San Marzano and Cima Grande will be the
two commercial varieties investigated together with the local varieties for comparison.

In the present work, the above-indicated landraces were investigated using two non-
destructive approaches: the estimation of agro-morphological descriptors (in accordance
with the Agricultural Biodiversity Working Group) [26] and multivariate image analysis
(MIA) [27] through e-eye analysis [28]. A similar attempt to exploit different analytical
techniques has already been discussed in the literature; it is the case of the work of Sohn
and collaborators [29], who have exploited visible-near infrared spectroscopy coupled with
chemometric approaches for the discrimination of eight Brassica napus cultivars from Korea.
The proposed strategies provided high accuracy. In the present work, the data acquired by
estimating agro-morphological descriptors and MIA were then chemometrically analyzed
utilizing exploratory analysis [30,31] and class-modeling approaches [32]. These strategies
have been exploited because they prove to be effective in comparable situations [33–35].
The goal is to emphasize the traits and examine the similarities and differences of these
peculiar plants that have not yet been thoroughly studied.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Samples

In this work, several Brassicaceae landraces from the Abruzzo Region (Central Italy)
were grown on four plots of land in the same experimental field located in Pettorano sul
Gizio (Abruzzo, Central Italy). These local varieties (and the related denomination of class)
are: Mugnoli broccoli A (Class A), Mugnoli broccoli B (Class B), Mugnoli broccoli C ©,
Guardiagrele turnip (Class D), curly kale from Lama dei Peligni (Class E), Rapa senza testa
(Class Γ), Cima dell’Osento (Class F), Cima 90◦ San Marzano (Class G), and Cima Grande
(Class H). All samples are folk varieties, except for the last two, which are commercial. As
can be noticed, three categories of Mugnoli have been taken into consideration because
three different accessions (from different producers) were available.

As can be appreciated by Figure 1, the leaves of all plants show a strong resemblance,
which does not allow a straightforward distinction, which requires high botanical expertise.
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Figure 1. Pictures of leaves of the investigated landraces. Legend: Mugnoli Broccoli A (Class A),
Mugnoli Broccoli B (Class B), Mugnoli Broccoli C (C), Guardiagrele Turnip (Class D), curly kale from
Lama dei Peligni (Class E), Rapa senza testa (Class Γ), Cima dell’Osento (Class F), Cima 90◦ San
Marzano (Class G), and Cima Grande (Class H).

As mentioned, the investigated plants were grown in an experimental field divided
into four sub-plots, which were organized as shown in Figure 2. Each sub-field consisted of
nine rows (one for each class), including 10 plants. All seeds were sown on 8th September
2022, and the plants were harvested on 6th February 2023. The sowing was carried out in
such a way as to randomize the landrace order in the rows in the different sub-plots.
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Figure 2. Organization of the experimental field. Plants were sown in rows according to their class.
Each row consisted of 10 plants, and the order of the rows was randomized in the 4 sub-plots.

It is important to note that the plants have been sown and grown in the same experi-
mental field in order to remove the variability related to the soil and climatic conditions.
Consequently, the modeled variability is mainly related to inter- and intra-landrace differ-
ences.

Unfortunately, the growth of the Rapa senza testa plants failed, and it was not possible
to obtain a statistically significant number of samples. As a result, Class Γ was removed
from the analysis and will not be mentioned further.

2.2. Morphological Analysis

To characterize the investigated Brassicaceae landraces, the 27 morpho-agronomic
features of plants and leaves listed and described in Table 1 were used. These descriptors
are those suggested by the Gruppo di Lavoro Biodiversità in Agricoltura (GIBA) [26].
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Table 1. Morpho-agronomic descriptors defined by GIBA.

GLBA Plant Part Descriptors Expression

2 Leaf Plant habit Erect/semi-erect/horizontal
3 Leaf curvature Absent/weak/medium/strong/very strong
4 Leaf Green color Very light/light/medium/dark/very dark
5 Leaf Leaf type Integer/Lobed
6 Leaf Number of lobes Low/medium/high
7 Leaf Incisions Very superficial/superficial/medium/deep/very deep
8 Leaf Waviness of the leaf margin Absent/weak/medium/strong/very strong
9 Leaf Serrated margin Absent/weak/medium/strong/very strong
10 Leaf Length Short/medium/long
11 Leaf Width Small/medium/large
12 Leaf Length of the terminal lobe Narrow/medium/wide
13 Leaf Width of the terminal lobe Narrow/medium/wide
14 Leaf Villous surface upper leaf Absent/weak/medium/strong/very strong
15 Leaf Anthocyanin pigmentation Absent/weak/medium/strong/very strong
16 Root Position Very shallow/shallow/medium/deep/very deep
17 Root Suborous layer of the epidermis Absent/present

18 Root Color of the epidermis outside the soil White/green/yellow/orange/bronze/scarlet/red/purple red/purple
blue

19 Root Intensity of the color of the epidermis
outside the soil Light/medium/dark

20 Root Color of the epidermis inside the soil White/yellow/red/purple
21 Root Color of flesh White/yellow

24 Root Shape in longitudinal section
narrow transverse elliptical/transverse

elliptical/rounded/oval/squared/wide oblong/narrow
oblong/obtriangular

25 Root Length Very short/Short/medium/long/very long
26 Root Diameter Small/medium/large
27 Root Position of the widest part of the root above the central part/in the center/below the central part
28 Root Curvature of the main axis Absent/present
29 Root collar shape Very depressed/Depressed/Flattened/Prominent/Very Prominent
30 Root Shape of the base Depressed/truncated/rounded/obtuse/pointed

Dataset Used for the Morphological Analysis

The organization of the plots in the experimental field is shown in Figure 2. As
described, in the four plots, each row is dedicated to a category of Brassicaceae. The
morphological descriptors described above were estimated for all plants (except for class Γ)
by trained experts. Thus, the values of the descriptors were averaged by row; consequently,
for each investigated class, four samples of Brassicaceae were obtained (one for each
sub-plot of the field). This led to a data matrix of dimensions 32 × 27.

2.3. E-Eye Analysis

The images of leaves were taken using the RS Pro Wi-Fi USB Microscope (RS Com-
ponents S.r.l., Milan, Italy). This instrument exploits 1280 × 1024-pixel resolution and a
magnification power from 10 to 160, and the light is provided by an emitting diode lighting.
To collect images, the microscope was held at a constant distance from the leaves. As an
example, one of the images is shown in Figure A1 (Appendix A).

Dataset Used for the E-Eye Analysis

The e-eye analysis was conducted by collecting images of the leaves as described in
Section 2.3. For each investigated Brassicaceae landrace, 30 photos per class were collected,
for a total of 240 pictures. The colorgrams were created using MATLAB (R2015b; The
Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), following the technique outlined in [28]. As a result, a total
of 240 colorgrams were obtained, which were then divided into training and test sets as
described in Section 3.2. The average colorgram is shown in Figure A2 (Appendix A).

2.4. Chemometric Modeling

Given the different nature of the two datasets, different chemometric workflows were
applied. Indeed, due to the limited number of analyzed samples, morphological descriptors
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were investigated by exploratory analysis, in particular by principal component analysis
(PCA) [36] and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) using average linkage [37].

PCA is one of the most common exploratory analysis (EA) methods. It is based on
the concept that a data matrix X can be decomposed into a set of scores (T, called principal
components) and one of the loadings (P), according to the expression:

X = TP’ + E (1)

This allows the compression of the information present in the data into a very small
sub-space and creates very useful graphs for the interpretation of similarities/differences
among the analyzed samples [30].

HCA is another EA approach, often used in data mining. It allows for the creation of
trees that express the degree of similarity between objects.

On the other hand, e-eye analysis was applied to a greater number of samples; there-
fore, it was possible to apply a predictive classification method and validate models using
an external set of objects. In particular, Soft Independent Modeling by Class Analogy
(SIMCA) [38] was used to model each investigated category.

SIMCA has been designed for the analysis of individual categories. It assumes that
samples belonging to the same class have similarities that can be captured by a PCA model.
Consequently, the building of a SIMCA model begins with the creation of a PCA model for
each category of interest. Subsequently, for each i − th object, a distance di is estimated as
follows:

di =

√

T2
red,i

2
+ Q2

red,i (2)

where T2
red and Q2

red represent the normalized (by the 95th percentiles of their distributions)
Mahalanobis distance from the center of the scores’ space and the orthogonal distance,
respectively. Eventually, if di <

√
2 the i − th object is accepted by the modeled class (and

predicted as belonging to it); otherwise, it is rejected (and predicted as not appertaining to
this category).

3. Results

As mentioned, the chemometric workflows applied to agro-morphological descriptors
and e-eye profiles are different. Nevertheless, disregarding the approach used, data were
auto-scaled before modeling.

Agro-morphological descriptors were analyzed by EA, whereas colorgrams were
divided into a training and a test set (in order to carry out an external validation of the
models), and SIMCA was used to classify all the different investigated landraces. More
details on the used procedures are provided in the dedicated sections.

3.1. Explorative Analysis of Morphological Descriptors

Figure 3 shows the hierarchical cluster tree obtained by applying the average linkage
method on morphological descriptors.

The cluster analysis shows a good degree of similarity among samples belonging to
the same landrace. The dendrogram indicates that all mugnoli (Class A, B, and C) are
similar to each other from an agro-morphological point of view and form clusters among
one another (light blue and green clusters). All the other landraces except Class F form
distinct clusters (yellow for Class D, purple for Class G, and magenta for Class H). Samples
belonging to Class F are divided into two sub-clusters, one of each mixed with Class E. This
is not unexpected and is ascribable to the high internal variability present in the classes
(given by the strong tendency of the Brassicaceae to hybridize with each other).

Principal component analysis was then used in order to maximize the extraction of
multivariate information from the data. The model, which required a total of 8 PCs, allowed
for the collection of 88% of the explained variance.
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Figure 3. Hierarchical clustering using average linkage of the morphological descriptors. Legend:
Mugnoli Broccoli A (Class A), Mugnoli Broccoli B (Class B), Mugnoli Broccoli C (C), Guardiagrele
Turnip (Class D), curly kale from Lama dei Peligni (Class E), Cima dell’Osento (Class F), Cima 90◦

San Marzano (Class G), and Cima Grande (Class H).

The score plot (Figure 4) demonstrates how the samples are distributed in the space
of the first two principal components (PC1 and PC2). Although this representation takes
into account only part of the variance explained by the model, it is feasible to spot distinct
grouping tendencies among samples belonging to the same population. Indeed, the mug-
noli fall all together at negative PC1, showing a relevant degree of overlapping. Moreover,
they are very close to samples belonging to Class D, in agreement with the hierarchical
cluster analysis. Plants belonging to Classes G and H present positive or slightly negative
values of PC1 but can be distinguished from all the other individuals along PC2, where
they fall at negative values. Samples belonging to Classes E and F fall at positive values of
both PCs, showing similar behavior, reflecting the similarity already pointed out by cluster
analysis.
values of both PCs, showing similar behavior, reflecting the similarity already pointed out 
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Figure 4. PCA of the agro-morphological descriptors. Legend: Mugnoli Broccoli A (Class A), Mugnoli
Broccoli B (Class B), Mugnoli Broccoli C (C), Guardiagrele Turnip (Class D), curly kale from Lama dei
Peligni (Class E), Cima dell’Osento (Class F), Cima 90◦ San Marzano (Class G), and Cima Grande
(Class H).
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3.2. SIMCA Analysis of the E-Eye Profiles

Being a class-modeling approach, SIMCA allows the classification of individual cate-
gories of interest. Due to the peculiarity and uniqueness of the investigated landraces, all
eight available categories of Brassicaceae were individually modeled. To allow external val-
idation of the models, samples were divided into a training set of 160 samples (20 for each
class) and a test set of 80 objects (10 for each category). In order to ensure representativeness,
the sample splitting was carried out by applying the Duplex algorithm [4].

For calculating SIMCA models, it is necessary to define the optimal number of PCs
to be extracted. In order to avoid over-optimistic estimations, the optimal complexity of
the model was defined through a seven-fold cross-validation procedure. In order to do
so, for each class, 10 different calibration models (built using an increasing number of
LVs from one up to 10) were calculated, and three cross-validated figures of merit were
retained: sensibility (Senscv), sensitivity (Speccv), and efficiency (Effcv). These entities
represent the percentage of samples properly accepted by the model, the percentage of
individuals properly rejected by the class model, and their geometric average, respectively.
Eventually, the examination of the Effcv revealed the suitable number of PCs to be retained;
in particular, the number of PCs that provided the most accurate Effcv was taken. The
number of PCs selected for every model, cross-validated sensibilities, specificities, and
efficiencies are reported in Table 2.

Table 2. SIMCA models for each class. Number of selected PCs, Senscv, Speccv, and Effcv.

Class PCs Senscv Speccv Effcv Senspred Specpred

A 6 55.0 45.0 39.7 30.0 37.1
B 4 90.0 86.9 88.4 100.0 92.8
C 4 75.0 75.4 75.2 70.0 77.1
D 6 55.0 39.2 46.4 70.0 32.8
E 4 80.0 69.1 74.3 90.0 68.6
F 6 75.0 61.3 63.1 80.0 68.6
G 4 75.0 60.8 67.5 90.0 67.1
H 4 80.0 68.2 73.8 80.0 65.7

From the table, it can be noted that all models, except for those dedicated to Class
A and Class D, provide high sensitivities and good specificities, which lead to satisfying
efficiencies. All the calibration models have been used to predict the test set, leading to the
predicted sensitivities (Senspred) and specificities (Specpred) reported in Table 2. From this,
it is possible to confirm the trend already observed in cross-validated calibration models.
Indeed, all predictive models provide high sensitivity and good specificity except for Class
A and, to a lesser extent, Class D.

In Table 3, the specificities with respect to all the categories (SpecwrtA, SpecwrtB,
SpecwrtC, SpecwrtD, SpecwrtE, SpecwrtF, SpecwrtG, SpecwrtH) are shown. These have
been reported to deeply investigate which classes are confused with one another. In fact, the
specificity with respect to another category represents the percentage of samples (belonging
to the other class) that have been properly rejected. This means that if, after modeling one
class, all samples belonging to another category are rejected, the specificity with respect to
the modeled class will be 100.0. As a consequence, Table 3 reveals which classes are the
most similar from the e-eye point of view.
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Table 3. Prediction of SIMCA models on the test set. Specificities with respect to all the investigated
classes (SpecwrtA, SpecwrtB, SpecwrtC, SpecwrtD, SpecwrtE, SpecwrtF, SpecwrtG, SpecwrtH) are
displayed.

SpecwrtA SpecwrtB SpecwrtC SpecwrtD SpecwrtE SpecwrtF SpecwrtG SpecwrtH

A – 0.0 30.0 80.0 50.0 20.0 30.0 50.0

B 100.0 – 70.0 100.0 100.0 90.0 90.0 100.0

C 90.0 0.0 – 90.0 100.0 70.0 100.0 90.0

D 80.0 30.0 50.0 – 20.0 20.0 10.0 20.0

E 100.0 80.0 80.0 90.0 – 70.0 40.0 20.0

F 100.0 10.0 60.0 80.0 70.0 – 80.0 80.0

G 90.0 90.0 90.0 70.0 30.0 70.0 – 30.0

H 100.0 70.0 80.0 80.0 20.0 60.0 50.0 –

This kind of inspection highlights that the low accuracy provided by the model of
Class A is mainly because it erroneously accepts all samples belonging to Class B, 80% of
Class F, and 70% of individuals from Classes C and G. This is completely expected for Class
B, as it is an accession of mugnoli. A further inspection of similarities/dissimilarities among
these categories is provided in Appendix B. The confusion with the other mentioned classes
could be attributed to the fact that mugnoli and Class C, Class G, and Class F present the
darkest leaves and, at the same time, are the richest in incisions.

Eventually, the possibility of creating SIMCA models merging the three different
accessions of mugnoli into a single class was tested (not shown). This led to relatively low
sensitivity and specificity for the mugnoli class in prediction (53.3% and 58.0%, respectively),
indicating that the variability among the samples belonging to Class A, Class B, and Class
C is relevant and that the unification of these three categories into a single class is not
reasonable.

4. Conclusions

The current study has analyzed some folk varieties of Brassicaceae cultivated in Italy.
In this regard, a fundamental aspect that should be noted is that all the analyzed varieties
have been cultivated in the same experimental field; consequently, the modeled variability
is attributable to the actual inter- and intra-population differences.

The analysis of the agro-morphological descriptors showed that, despite the simi-
larities among plants, the analysis of these features with EA allows the observation of
clusters associated with the different local varieties. Subsequently, SIMCA made it possible
to create classification models based on colorgrams. This strategy has demonstrated that
the combination of MIA and a class-modeling approach allows classifying the different
categories of plants with high accuracy. Indeed, the models of all classes correctly accepted
a relevant percentage of samples (>70%) except for accession of mugnoli, which is confused
with the other mugnoli or with the other two categories. This is not surprising and is to be
considered related to the strong ability that Brassicaceae have to hybridize.

This suggests that an important future perspective is an investigation of the DNA of
these plants. In conclusion, these promising results indicate that it is possible to develop
non-destructive approaches for the characterization and classification of Brassicaceae vari-
eties. From a future perspective, destructive strategies such as DNA analysis or chromato-
graphic analysis of the extracts could be investigated. On the other hand, non-destructive
analyses could be pursued using ATR-FT-IR spectroscopy or hyperspectral analysis.
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Appendix A

By way of example, Figure A1 shows one of the pictures collected on one of the leaves.
A transparent ruler has been superimposed on the leaf in order to provide an idea of the
scale. The unit used by the ruler is cm.

and Class C is relevant and that the unification of these thre

n cultivated in the same experimental field; consequently, the modeled variability 
is attributable to the actual inter population differences.

ters associated with the different local varieties. Subsequently, SIMCA made it possible to 
create classification models based on colorgrams. This strategy has demonstrated that the 

modeling approach allows classifying the different cate-

destructive approaches for the characterization and classification of Brassicaceae va-

Conflicts of Inte The authors declare no conflict of interest.

 

Figure A1. Picture collected on one leaf using the RS Pro Microscope. A transparent ruler has been
superimposed on the leave; the unit used is cm.

 

As depicted in [28], the different peaks of the colorgram can be associated with spe-
cific characteristics of the image. Variables from 1 to 2560 are associated with RGB canal
hue, and saturation; in particular, the first three peaks represent the distribution curves of 

the distribution curve of the hue values follow. Features from 2561 to the end are principal 

he leaves given by the code [120 136 0], 

Figure A2. Mean colorgram.

Figure A2 shows the average colorgram (calculated on the signals of all samples).
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As depicted in [28], the different peaks of the colorgram can be associated with specific
characteristics of the image. Variables from 1 to 2560 are associated with RGB canals, hue,
and saturation; in particular, the first three peaks represent the distribution curves of the
red (R), green (G), and blue (B) values; the following signal is the distribution curve of the
lightness values (L = R + G + B); then, the relative values of the R, G, and B values and the
distribution curve of the hue values follow. Features from 2561 to the end are principal
components extracted from the mean-centered and auto-scaled unfolded RGB matrix. The
average colorgram shows the mean RGB color of the leaves given by the code [120 136 0],
which is dark green. Together with the expected peaks associated with the RGB values, this
shows a high peak at variable 1840 associated with the hue values.

Appendix B

In order to inspect the overlapping of the three investigated accessions of mugnoli,
a PCA model has been calculated on the colorgrams of these samples. As shown in the
PCA plot in Figure A3, there is quite a strong overlap among these classes. Mainly, samples
belonging to Class A fall at positive values of PC1; those appertaining to Class B present
negative PC1 values; and mugnoli from Class C spread along this component. Only
two samples belonging to Class C present highly positive PC2 values, but the inspection of
the T2-Q plot did not allow to consider them outliers; consequently, they were retained.
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